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Sex before Sexuality argues contemporary terminology like ‘gay’ or even
‘heterosexual’ were completely alien to Medieval and premodern societies. Chris
Parkes thinks the book helpfully carves a path for future scholars whilst
demonstrating the urgent need for a fresh look at premodern sexualities. 
Sex Before Sexuality: A Premodern History. Kim M Phillips and Barry Reay.
Polity Press. August 2011.
With the recent passage of  a const itut ional amendment in North Carolina forbidding any
recognit ion of  marriage or domest ic partnerships for gays and lesbians it  can sometimes seem as
if  medieval at t itudes toward sexuality are with us st ill today. But as Kim M. Phillips and Barry Reay
argue in their new book, Sex Before Sexuality: A Premodern History, the def init ions of  sexual
ident ity and expression assumed in contemporary terms like ‘gays’ and ‘lesbians’ would be as
unrecognizable to inhabitants of  the Medieval and premodern worlds as would the terms
‘domest ic partnership’ or ‘North Carolina’.
Phillips and Reay, specialists in medieval sexuality and premodern/modern sexuality respect ively,
propose a reassessment of  t radit ional interpretat ions of  premodern sexual history. “By spanning
the tradit ional period divide,” they argue, “we hope to draw attent ion to features that remain
constant as well as those that obviously change.”
Furthermore, through this analysis the authors argue for the inapplicability of  modern sexual
nomenclature to premodern and medieval contexts. This assert ion is not especially novel, which
the authors recognise in their introduct ion. This should not necessarily be viewed negat ively.
Historians of  sexuality have bickered over the essent ialist /construct ivist  debate for decades and
no single book is likely to bring an end to that debate any t ime soon. Notwithstanding their modest
intellectual ambit , Phillips and Reay of fer an impressive catalogue of  the Medieval and premodern
sexuality with glimmers of  insight about shif t ing expressions of  gender and sexuality over a broad
swath of  Western history.
Sex Before Sexuality divides into f ive thematic chapters: sin, heterosexual courtship, male
homosexuality, female homosexuality, and pornography. According to the authors, these terms
are inappropriate to describe the actual content of  these chapters. Although in the interests of
clarity this reviewer has opted to use the more recognisable, albeit  less precise, modern terms.
Each chapter examines the evolut ion of  its respect ive aspect of  sexual expression from the high
Middle Ages to the early modern era (approx. 1100-1700) employing an impressive array of
evidence. The f irst  chapter contains the most thorough research and theoret ical backing. It  cleverly
traces the contours of  dif ferent concept ions about sexuality and sin within the Catholic Church
between Germanic and Mediterranean cultures f rom their post-Roman origins through to the
religious schisms of  the Reformat ion era. True to their intent, the authors ef fect ively demonstrate
the presence of  cont inuity and change in Christ ian views about sex. They also point  to the high
degree of  diversity in those opinions that other scholars have so far overlooked.
Subsequent chapters are less original but no less compelling in their demonstrat ion of  how modern
terms prove anachronist ic when applied to premodern sexual cultures. Phillips and Reay compile a
bewildering catalogue of  sexual act ivit ies and ident it ies exploring each in turn, f rom general
concept ions of  af fect ion (court ly love, pastourelles) to specif ic sexual sub groups (mollies, Sapphic
love, etc.). The indisputable conclusion reached in each case is that  Medieval and premodern
sexualit ies refuse to conform to contemporary concept ions of  sexual pract ice or ident ity. Scholars
studying these periods who employ such contemporary terms undermine their analyt ical precision
by refusing to acknowledge the anachronist ic context  of  their chosen terminology. The point  is a
valid one and the authors contribute substant ially to exist ing and future scholarship by arguing it .
However, in its zeal to expose the unsuitability of  modern terms to premodern sexualit ies Sex and
Sexuality opens itself  up to a crit ical shortcoming. Arguing for the inapplicability of  modern terms
to earlier sexual cultures while analyzing both Medieval and premodern sexualit ies in the same
book begs the quest ion: are not the at t itudes toward sexuality f rom one period, say 1550,
suff icient ly dif ferent f rom the at t itudes of  several hundred years earlier to render any comparison
moot? This apparent contradict ion is illuminated in the epilogue. In what amounts to a case study
of the encounters between Captain Cook and the indigenous inhabitants of  the South Pacif ic,
Phillips and Reay try to condense the arguments of  the previous f ive chapters into a single
example of  how Europeans interpreted a new sexual paradigm through their own understanding
built  on 700 years of  ideat ion.
The anecdotal accounts are compelling, but their relevance to the rest  of  the book is tenuous.
How sailors in the late eighteenth century reacted to Polynesian sexuality gives lit t le insight into
twelf th century monast ic ascet icism. Moreover, the choice of  case study seems to have less to do
with its applicability to medieval and premodern sexual cultures and more to do with the authors’
ant ipodean origins.
Overall, Sex Before Sexuality is an excellent  summary of  premodern sexual history that will be
valuable to scholars seeking a reference guide on the subject . Beyond this, the book is too t imid to
attempt an independent re-categorisat ion of  the sexual cultures it  explores, but it  helpfully carves
a path for future scholars to follow whilst  demonstrat ing the urgent need for a f resh look at
premodern sexualit ies f reed from the myopic restrict ions of  present day terminology.
premodern sexualit ies f reed from the myopic restrict ions of  present day terminology.
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